
Industry:

Services Provided:

Retail/e-commerce

Staff Augmentation, Frontend Development,
QA Automation, DevOps Development, Scrum Master.

DELIVERING PROFITABILITY 
IN TURBULENT TIMES WITH 
SPEED, FLEXIBILITY, AND 
DESIGN THINKING.



Change, at the Speed of Retail

THE CHALLENGE

Change is a given in every industry, but nowhere are the 

changes faster, or more visible than in the retail sector. 

The seasons change, trends change, and the technology 

platforms that consumers use to make their purchases 

change just as frequently.  And then there are unexpected 

changes, like Covid 19, that fundamentally change the 

way your business runs.

The best retailers stay one step ahead of their shoppers, 

and URBN is dedicated to providing a unique shopping 

experience through the continual development of new 

offerings and formats to inspire and connect with its 

customers. Its portfolio includes global consumer brands, 

retail venues, and e-commerce sites including Urban 

Outfitters, Anthropologie, Free People, BHLDN, Terrain, 

Menus & Venues, and Nuuly.



Plan for Change, and Adapt

The URBN portfolio of websites plays an integral role in 

the way it inspires and connects with consumers. Its 

well-established engineering team had numerous projects 

in motion to keep the company one step ahead when the 

pandemic shuttered its brick-and-mortar operations in 

early 2020.

Pivoting to pure-play e-commerce operations for Urban 

Outfitters, Anthropologie, and Free People, at least for 

the near-term, required the immediate addition of expert 

people to optimize the web experience and maximize 

profitability.

With a condensed timeline and uncertain market, the 

leadership team knew that the secret to getting more 

work done faster required industry expertise, constant 

communication and alignment, and deep knowledge of 

how each role is interconnected.

URBN called BairesDev.

THE CHALLENGE



Experience + Flexibility = Speed BairesDev used Staffing Hero™, its 
proprietary tool for matching client needs 
with the talent best suited for the role, 
and in just days presented URBN with 
fully vetted team of:

THE SOLUTION

URBN’s technology leadership needed help getting things 

done faster, so they turned to BairesDev and its team of 

experienced engineers and developers.

Becoming part of the BairesDev team means being proven 

as the top 1% of all engineers and developers, which 

requires an average of 8-10 years of real-world 

experience, a top score in an extensive series of tests 

assessing their technical expertise, written and verbal 

English communication skills, and demonstrating a design 

thinking mentality.  
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“ “When the management team at BairesDev 

described the way their screening process 

verified technical and language proficiency 

we were optimistic. After interviewing the 

team we knew we had the right partner.

Director of Technology, URBN



THE SOLUTION

Making the E-Commerce experience faster,
and more efficient.

together with a design thinking mindset, established the 

trust required for URBN leadership to reassign team 

members to other projects, successfully dealing with 

backend solutions, returns, and a multi-attribution search 

platform, which improved operational efficiencies.

Technologies Used:

When consumers were locked out of their favorite stores, 

they turned to e-commerce sites to fulfill their daily 

needs. This surge in traffic challenged the software, and 

BairesDev engineers were tasked with improving the 

experience through front-end development solutions. 

Specifically, the engineers needed to make the search and 

navigation faster while reducing error management.

Their technical expertise enabled the team to understand 

and address speed and error issues on the website. This,



The BairesDev team’s expertise and work 
ethic were only equaled by their eagerness 
to learn. They learned our corporate culture, 
and fit right in. We asked them to work on
a new platform, and they were generating 
solutions within the week. They are
the software equivalent of a power-hitting 
utility infielder.

Director of e-commerce solutions, URBN  .

“
“



THE OUTCOME

With the help of BairesDev engineers, the E-Commerce

at URBN quickly and efficiently improved the digital 

shopping experience at a time when site traffic 

experienced an un-forecasted spike. 

For Shoppers:

•   Faster site performance

•   Fewer errors at check-out

•   Improved navigation on both mobile

 and desktop platforms

Speed, flexibility, and Design Thinking

For URBN:

•   Maximized revenue by exceeded expectations

 from consumers accustomed to shopping in-store

•   Maintained profit margins with improved

 e-commerce and operational efficiencies 

•   URBN beat Wall Street expectations, helping

 the stock rebound to pre-pandemic prices.



What Sets BairesDev Apart? What’s a Design Thinking Mindset?

Only BairesDev hires the  Top 1% of IT Talent in Latin 

America.  From augmenting client teams for full 

integration to assembling dedicated teams for 

independent production,  no other solution comes close 

to offering the speed and efficiency of BairesDev talent. 

But these developers and engineers also offer another 

essential element to excellence in technology innovation: 

a design thinking mindset.

Design Thinking is both an ideology and a process 

dedicated to  solving complex problems in a user-centric 

way.  Every BairesDev employee follows a Design Thinking 

mindset as described by the Stanford Design School. These 

innovation-driven principles  transform the way 

companies produce and deliver value.

ABOUT US

CONTACT US


